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A blind woman writes this reading. She describes that if she had three days to see, what would 
she choose to see. She believes that being deaf or blind for a few days would make the one more 
thankful and change his/her attitude of using that sense in daily life. 

The writer says that once one of her friends spent some hours hiking in the jungle, and when 
she came back, the writer started asking questions about what she had seen? The answer was 
unbelievable; she replied, “nothing.” The writer implied that “ if I had eyes to see, I would have 
dedicated many hours to see the beauty of nature in more subtle, I would have touched trees 
and flowers to feel the purity of nature.” 

The writer says, “ if I were given three days to see the world, I would have divided that period 
into three parts. I’d dedicated 1st day just for the persons and friends that made the life valued 
for me.” Then, she adds that she had used to detect the feelings just with touching or hearing, 
imagine how it will be easy to identify everyone’s expression and inner nature only with eyes. 
At the same time, we can grasp the emotions in more detail.   

The writer says that “ the 1st day would be a busy day. I should call many dear friends and invite 
them to see their vast heart through the window of their soul. I can look at the books which gave 
me the vision for life, and in the end, I can pat and gaze at my loyal dog. Afternoon, I would 
spend many hours walking in the jungle.” 

On the second day, the writer says, “ I would wake up early to see the most beautiful scene that 
I have ever wished, the boundary between the past and the present, the sunrise. On this day, I 
would spend my day at museums where I can find a lot about the history of animals and 
humankind at earth.” 

Her next stop will be at art museums; as she says, “ at the whole of my life, my grasp and 
impression through art have been via touching, but this time I’m going to discover the soul of 
the artist through his/her art.” To understand a masterpiece, you need to have trained eyes. Thus, 
she does hope to have a superficial impression of this art.  

On the evening of the 2nd day as she says, “ I’ll be at the movie or theater and enjoy moments 
of watching Hamlet. I won’t enjoy the rhythmic movements unless I touch or feel it with my 
hands. Imagine I’ve just felt the beats of music and rhythms of Pavlova, famous dancer, but 
now imagine how graceful will be seeing these motions.”  

“Today, on the morning of the 3rd day, after watching the magnificent scene of the sun rising, I 
will spend time watching the real world of working. By standing at the corner of a street by 
gazing at the people's sights, I could feel and detect the smiles, happiness, determinations, and 
motivations. After that, I’ll take a tour of the whole city, especially 5th avenue, factories, and 
parks where I can find the world of children.” 

“just a few hours remaining to end of the 3rd night and there were many things and places that I 
had not watched till that moment, among them I chose to go to comedy theater so I could enjoy 
the harmony of comedy in human spirits.” 
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Three days have ended, and permanent darkness came over to her again. She confesses that if 
you knew you were about to be stricken blind, you’d used your eyes differently and more 
appreciatively. 

In the end, the writer advises to use your eyes as you would be stricken blind tomorrow; this is 
true about other senses too, smelling, touching, hearing. As the last word, make the most of 
each sense as long as you have it.  

 

 

 

1- How can we be more grateful for each sense that we have, in the writer’s idea? 
2- What’s the difference between the description of the nature of a blind and healthy person? 
3- How can a blind person comprehend his/her surroundings? 
4- Why is the dog one of the priorities for the writer? 
5- Why does the writer wish not to miss the sun rising? 
6- What is the difference between a trained and untrained eye in the artistic field? 
7- How can a blind person felt rhythms and beats? 
8- If you were in the condition of the writer and you were given three days to see, which places and 

things you’d have chosen to watch? 
9- How can the harmony of the comedy effect the human spirits? 
10- What is the advice of the writer at the end? 

 


